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CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH A CONNECTED
REPRESENTABLE SPACE IS LOCALLY CONNECTED

P. FLETCHER AND R. A. MCCOY

In this paper it is shown that every strongly locally
homogeneous Hausdorff continuum is locally connected. It is
known that every connected representable space is homogene-
ous and that every locally connected representable space is
strongly locally homogeneous; this paper investigates the
problem of whether or not every connected representable
space is locally connected.

The discovery that homogeneity did not characterize the circle
among planar continua motivated other classifications of continua in
terms of the actions of their homeomorphism groups, and the pseudo-
arc remains the most tortuous proving grounds for testing such
topological properties. Those homogeneity-like properties that are
not possessed by the pseudo-arc appear to be closely related to local
connectedness. Such properties include strong local homogeneity, rep-
resentability, (strong) 2-homogeneity and countable dense homogeneity.

In this paper it is shown that every strongly locally homogeneous
Hausdorff continuum is locally connected. It is known that every
connected representable space is homogeneous and that every locally
connected representable space is strongly locally homogeneous; this
paper investigates the problem of whether or not every connected re-
presentable space is locally connected. It follows from results of Ben
Fitzpatrick, Jr. and Ralph Bennett that every connected locally com-
pact separable metric representable space is locally connected. Argu-
ments of Fitzpatrick and de Groot are used to show that if (X, τ) is
a representable connected complete metric space such that τ does
not have a base of totally disconnected sets, then (X, τ) is locally
connected (and hence arcwise connected and strongly locally homo-
geneous). The authors do not know of even a homogeneous connected
complete metric space with a base of totally disconnected sets; how-
ever, there exists a separable connected metric topology that has
such a base.

Let (X, τ) be a topological space. We let H(X) denote the group
of all homeomorphisms from the space (X, τ) onto itself and let i
denote the identity of H(X). If A c X, then A' = {he H(X): h\A =
i I A) and if G is a subgroup of H(X), then G' = {x e X: g(x) = x for each
geG}. If GaH{X) and AcX, then G(A) = {g(a):geG and aeA}.
We write G(x) in room of G({x}). Throughout this paper all spaces
are assumed to be Hausdorff.
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DEFINITION [5]. A topological space (X, τ) is representable pro-
vided that for every neighborhood U of any point x e X, there exists
a subneighborhood V such that if y e V, then there is h e (X — U)r

such that h(x) = 2/.

DEFINITION [7]. A topological space (X, τ) is strongly locally
homogeneous provided that for every neighborhood U of any point
x e X, there exists a subneighborhood V such that if yeV, then
there is h e (X — V)' such that h(x) = y.

It is known that a topological space (X, r) is representable if and
only if for each closed set F and each x e X — F, F\x) e τ [5, Corollary
to Theorem 1],

LEMMA [6, Lemma 4.3]. Let (X, τ) be a representable continuum,
let F be a closed subset of X and let xe X — F. Then F\x) is a
subcontinuum of X with interior points.

PROPOSITION 1. Every representable continuum is locally con-
nected.

Proof. Let (X, τ) be a representable continuum and let xe Ueτ.
Since (X, τ) is homogeneous it suffices to show that (X, τ) is connected
im kleinen at x. Since (X, τ) is compact and Hausdorff, there is an
open set V such that xe VaVaU. Let F = X - V. By the pre-
ceding lemma, F\x) is connected and since F\x) a V, F\x)
Since (X, τ) is representable F\x) e τ and hence (X, τ) is connected
im kleinen at x.

COROLLARY. Every representable continuum is strongly locally
homogeneous.

Proof. [6, Theorem 2.4].

DEFINITION [2]. A separable topological space (X, τ) is countable
dense homogeneous provided that for any two countable dense subsets
M and N of X there exists heH(X) such that h(M) = N.

We have need of an amalgam of the following two theorems
proved by R. Bennett and J. de Groot respectively.

THEOREM 2 [2, Theorem 3]. Every locally compact separable
representable metric space is countable dense homogeneous.

THEOREM 3 [8, Theorem 1]. Every separable strongly locally
homogeneous complete metric space is countable dense homogeneous.
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We have been unable to show that every representable space is
strongly locally homogeneous, however strong local homogeneity can
be replaced by representability in the above theorem; and for the
sake of completeness we give a proof of this perhaps more general
result, based on J. de Groot's arguments.

LEMMA [1, page 777 and 8, page 3]. Let {X, p) be a complete
metric space, and let {φn}n=ι be a sequence of homeomorphisms
from X onto itself. If for every positive integer n and every
xeX, p(ψn(x), Ψ^iix)) < 1/2* and p{φz\x)f <P?M) < 1/2% then {yJϊU
converges to a homeomorphism from X onto itself.

THEOREM 4. Every separable representable complete metric space
is countable dense homogeneous.

Proof. Let (X, p) be a separable complete metric space that is
representable and let A — {α»}~=i and B = {δj~=1 be countable dense
subsets of X. Let V1 be an open set containing bx and contained in
B(blf 1/4) such that for every x e V1 there exists fe (X - B(blf 1/4))'
with f(x) = δx. Let k(ϊ) be the least positive integer such that am) e
Vt. Let f e (X - B(blf 1/4))' such that f(ak{1)) = b,. For each j such
that 0 < j < k(l), if any such j exists, define U{, V{9 p(l, j), and guj

as follows. Let £// be pairwise disjoint open sets such that αy e Uf c
B(ah 1/4) - {δj. Let V( be open sets such that a5e V{ c Ui and for
every x e VI there exists fe (X— Ul)' with f(a3) — x. Since B is dense
in X, there exist distinct integers p(l, j) > 1 such that bpiuj) e VI.
Then there are glfje(X— U[)' with guύ(a3) = bp{uj). Define hx to be
9ukω-io9uk(D-2 - °#i,i°/i(or h^f if k(l) = 1), and set φt = hlf m(l) = 1
and k(0) = 0.

Define φn+1 be induction as follows. Let m(n + 1) be the least
integer that is greater than m(n) and not equal to p(i, j) for any
1 ^ i £ n and k(i - 1) < j < k(i). Set b = bm{n+1) and Y = {6m(ί): 1 ^
i ^ n) U K ( i ) : 1 ̂  i ^ n} U {α,: 1 ̂  i ^ Λ, fc(ΐ - 1)< i < k(i)} U {6̂ ,̂ ,: 1 ^
i g w, fc(i-1) < j < k(i)}. Let ε > 0 be such that 5(6, e) c(5(δ, l/2%+2) Π
^•[•Bί^ίδ), l/2%+1)]) — F. Let Vn+1 be an open set containing b and
contained in B(b, e/3) such that for every α? e Fw + 1 there exists fe
(X - £(&, e/3))' with f(x) = 6. Let fc(w + 1) be the least integer
greater than k(n) such that ak{n+ί)e Vn+ί. Let fn+1e(X— B(b, ε/3))'
such that /»+i(α*(Λ+1,) = δ. For every j such that Λ(^) < j < Λ(^ + 1),
if any such j exists, define Ui+1, Vί+u P(n + 1, J)> a n ( i i7»+i,y a« follows.
Let ?7i+1 be pairwise disjoint open sets such that ad e Ui+1(z(B(ajf ε/3)) Π
<P«{B{<P?{fli, 1/2Λ+1)]) - (ΓU{δ}). Let Vί+1 be open sets such that
aά e Vί+i c Ui+1 and such that for every x e Vi+1, there is fe (X— Ui+1)'
with f(a3) = x. Since B is dense in X, there exist distinct integers
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p(n + 1, j) which are greater than m(n + 1) and not equal to p(i, j)
for 1 <; i ^ n and k(i - 1) < j < k(i) such that bp{n+lfj) e VJ+1. Then
there are gn+ίfje(X- Ui+1)' with gn+uάdj) = bp{n+lti). Define hn+ί =

^+l,t(.+l)-l°^+U(.+l)-2° *• " 0n+l,fc(») + l°/»+l ( 0 Γ K+l=fn + l H k(n + 1) =

k(n) + 1). Finally let ?>w+1 = hn+ιoψn.
The sequence {^JίU defined above satisfies the hypothesis of the

lemma. Then if φ = lim ?>n, <p e iϊ(X) such that <p(A) = 5. Therefore,
X is countable dense homogeneous.

It is known that every locally compact connected metric countable
dense homogeneous space is locally connected [4, Theorem 1]. Con-
sequently every metric locally compact separable connected repre-
sentable space is locally connected. As in the proof of Theorem 1
of [4], we note that if (X, τ) is a separable countable dense homo-
geneous complete metric space such that every nonempty open set
contains a nondegenerate connected set, then (X, τ) is locally con-
nected. Moreover, if a representable space (X, τ) has a totally discon-
nected open subset, then τ has a base of totally disconnected sets.
Thus we have the following proposition:

PROPOSITION 5. Let (X, τ) be a connected representable separable
complete metric space. If τ does not have a base of totally discon-
nected sets, then (X, τ) is locally connected.

With respect to the above proposition it is noteworthy that a
connected locally compact Hausdorff space cannot have a base of
totally disconnected sets. It is possible to modify the Cantor's teepee
[9, Example 129] in order to obtain a separable connected metric
space (X, τ) such that τ has a base of totally disconnected sets;
however, so far as we know, the following question is unanswered.

Does there exist a homogeneous connected complete metric space
(X, τ) such that τ has a base of totally disconnected sets? In par-
ticular can such a space be representable?
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